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Wakefield College,
Thornes Park,Wakefield WF2 8QZ

Saturday 9th April 10.00 to 17.00

Sunday  10th April 10.00 to 16.00
Members £4.50    Non-members £5.50

Partners free
Tickets are valid both days



If you haven’t been before . . .
Orienteering
From all over the city you should follow the brown signs to Thornes Park Athletic Track and then follow our Scalefour signs.
The grid reference for the ordnance survey maps is SE3244198

By Road
From the North using the M1, exit the M1 at Junction 40, approach the Town Centre along Dewsbury Road then turn right
into Horbury Road and then left when you see the Wakefield College signposts into Thornes Park. See map opposite.
There is ample free parking in the large car park located to the right at the top of the driveway, follow the Scalefour signs.
Parking for disabled permit holders is available outside the front entrance to the college (continue past the main car park
entrance and take the next right turn).  From the South, exit at Junction 39, approach along Denby Dale Road, turn left into
Thornes Road and then right into Gill Sike Road. Another right  brings you into Horbury Road, then turn right when you see
the Wakefield College signposts into Thornes Park, and proceed as above.

By Train
CrossCountry Trains operate hourly through services to Wakefield Westgate from the South West, Birmingham, Derby and
Sheffield and also from Edinburgh, Newcastle and York. East Coast Trains operate from London Kings Cross, Peterborough
and Doncaster. Local services operate to Wakefield Westgate and Kirkgate stations.
Bargains are to be had, if you book in advance.  It is quite practical to walk from the stations, which will take around 15 - 20
minutes.  From Wakefield Westgate turn right outside the station approach into Westgate End
and continue until the road forks where you bear left into Horbury Road. Wakefield College entrance is on your Left after a
short distance. From Wakefield Kirkgate proceed along Ings Road to Westgate End then continue as above.
 One advantage of walking is that you can see the live steam miniature railway near the entrance to Thornes Park.

By Bus
Bus services passing Thornes Park entrance are:
231 and 232 from Wakefield bus station at XX.05 and XX.35, calling at Westgate Railway Station approx. three minutes later.
Arriva Buses 216 and 217 run every 12 minutes from Wakefield bus station and also pass Westgate Railway station.

Welcome to
Scalefour
    North
       2011

Scalefour North
provides a unique opportunity for like-minded Model Railway Enthusiasts to meet, talk, exchange ideas or information,
and generate new friendships or revive old ones.  To encourage dialogue between visitors and exhibitors, we don’t place
barriers in front of the layouts, so please feel free to ask advice from the exhibitors: this is what the show is all about.
Over the years, many new and innovative ideas, which have advanced the art of finescale modelling have emanated
from the members of the Scalefour Society.  We believe that Scalefour North provides the ideal showcase to present
these new developments, and we hope that all visitors will be inspired by what they see over the weekend.

And everyone is welcome
While the exhibition is organised primarily for Scalefour Society members, we always warmly welcome  the many non-
members who visit the show each year, whatever their scale or interest.  Do chat to us about what we do. If you are
sufficiently impressed or intrigued by the Scalefour standards, then you can join the Scalefour Society here and now - in which
case your admission fee will be reduced. The membership desk is near the entrance, and Danny Cockling will explain all.

The Best Layout in the Show
The Clive Walton-Evans trophy is awarded each year to the most popular layout in the show as judged by our visitors.

Moreover . . . .
In addition to the layouts, we have:

· Lectures and a range of demonstrations, where you are encouraged to ask questions and learn new modelling
 techniques.

· the leading 4mm finescale specialist traders.
· the Society’s Bring and Buy stall where there is bound to be something of interest.
       Our special thanks go to members of the Manchester Area Group for running the Bring and Buy stand.

Refreshments
A range of hot and cold food and drinks will be available in the College refectory over lunchtime on both days.

We hope you enjoy the show



VISITING SOCIETIES
THE LANCASHIRE & YORKSHIRE RAILWAY SOCIETY (founded 1950)
The Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Society has supported and provided information for modellers for 60 years. We
can help you with information about the railway, so you can build your dream layout. Our colour “magazine”
contains articles about modelling and our historical journal  “LYR Focus” contains a wealth of information about the
railway.  With over 75% of our membership modellers, why not join a band of over 800 dedicated enthusiasts: you
won’t regret it. Some suppliers produce kits and bits exclusively for our membership, but the Society is willing to
work with all manufacturers and attempts to obtain discounts for members on kits and publications, thereby adding
value to membership.
Being an educational charity the Society aims to bring together all those with an interest in the "Lanky", whether
that is historical research or modelling. Interested? You can contact us through our web page www.lyrs.org.uk  our
advert in this guide, or better still visit our stand while at the show.

HISTORICAL MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
HMRS is the society for all interested in modelling or researching the history of railways in Britain. The HMRS
Museum and Study Centre is the central facility that houses the society’s archive, library, photographic and
drawings collections. It is also home to a wide display of model railways and contains the HMRS shop, which sells a
large selection of second-hand books and models as well as all current HMRS publications and transfers. The
Museum and Study Centre is located at the Midland Railway Centre’s Swanwick Junction site near Butterley in
Derbyshire. You can take immediate advantage of HMRS membership today by joining the society at our stand.
This will give you members’ discount on HMRS pressfix and methfix transfers, limited edition HMRS model parts and
all current HMRS books and publications.
As a member, you will also receive a new member starterpack, a regular bi-monthly newsletter and a quality
quarterly journal, as well as access  to all HMRS resources, our network of specialist stewards and area group
meetings. If you don’t join today, you can also join on line at www.hmrs.org.uk or by post to HMRS Membership
Secretary, Dunkeld, Sussex Avenue, Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 5AJ.

and Retrospectives
The Scalefour Society website www.scalefour.org offers a splendid Retrospective section, containing photos and
details of exhibits appearing at recent society shows - Scaleforum, Scalefour North and Scalefour South West.

Longcarse Photo: Jim Summers

Horselunges



LECTURES

Saturday 14.00
Presenting a layout for exhibition                       Eddie Bourne
Eddie believes that much good modelling is compromised by poor presentation, and will show both good and bad
examples to illustrate how this aspect of exhibiting can be improved. Reference will be made to St Merryn, the South
London Group’s layout, which he hopes is an example from the better end of the spectrum.

Sunday 11.00
Railway operating practice                            Chris Pendlenton
Chris Pendlenton will take a further look at Parcels considering how  its main business and  some of its less mainstream
varieties were organised and operated and how they might be modelled to lend an extra dimension to the layout.

DEMONSTRATIONS

Track Construction                                                Tony Wilkins
Tony will be demonstrating the art of track construction using the traditional soldered ply and rivet method generally
known as the Joe Brook-Smith system. He has been using this system for more years than he cares to remember and
finds its inherent flexibility and adjustability still takes a lot of beating. At the time of writing, he cannot say exactly what
he will be building, but is sure it will be of interest. Feel free to ask questions.

Wagons on the internet                                   Graham Thomas
A look at “Wagons on the Internet” for anyone still reluctant to venture on to the web, focusing on the BR period to the
present day, in particular powder-carrying hopper wagons and a look at other sources of reference material.

Etched wagon underframes                              Craig Whilding
Craig has developed his own methods of reproducing underframes for the classic BR wooden mineral wagon using etched
parts designed by himself.  His work appeared in MRJ 200 and we hope his etchings will be available via Scalefour Stores.

Loco construction                                          Steve Duckworth
Steve’s model loocomotives have appeared in both Scalefour News and the Model Railway Journal, the most recent being
his Somerset and Dorset 2-8-0 featured in MRJ issue 202.   Steve will be demonstrating his techniques in enhancing and
getting the best out of etched brass loco kits

Servo operating mechanisms                              Martin Lloyd
A recent exciting innovation to railway modelling is the adoption of Servo Motors for operating signals, turnouts, level
crossings etc.   Twelve months ago, Martin didn’t know what a servo looked like, now he is pioneering their application in
the model railway field and wrote about their use in MRJ No. 201.   Martin is here this weekend so visitors can share the
benefits of his experience and study their operation first hand.

Chassis jig workshop
John Brighton and Greg Shaw
Returning to Scalefour North by popular demand will be another

“hands on” workshop where visitors can have a go at chassis
assembly using the Avonside Works or Hobby Holidays chassis
assembly jigs to build accurate, square, true chassis.

Members and visitors are invited to bring along (or purchase at
the show) any 4mm etched chassis kit.  Then, under John and
Greg’s guidance, they will be able to complete basic assembly
using the jigs to ensure a totally square and accurate loco
chassis.

Readers may wish to suggest a caption for this picture of the
ceremony last year.



Longcarse West BR (Sc) 1975

Presented by David Furmage

Longcarse West is based on a few fictional run-down freight sidings in the Alloa area of Scotland during the mid-
1970s. My first attempt at a layout, I found it very rewarding to build with many lessons learnt along the way.
The main one is that working to P4 standards isn’t as difficult as some people would have you believe.

The locos, all Type 1 or 2 freight diesels from Bachmann, Heljan and Hornby, are detailed, weathered and fitted
with DCC sound decoders for added realism.  Freight and parcels stock are my main interest, and there is an
ever-expanding collection of vehicles typical of the area and period. Each one is based as closely as possible on
a photo of the real thing with lots of variation in axleboxes, buffers and couplings. Most are either re-wheeled
and detailed rtr or kits, although a few wagons have heavily modified bodies on scratchbuilt chassis.

Please feel free to ask any questions you may have about the layout, P4 modelling and DCC sound,  as we are
a friendly bunch.



“The Basingstoke and Newbury Railway was built in 1875 to connect the LSWR and GWR, and Heath End Station lay just over
half way between the two towns".  Well, that's the fiction to justify our layout, which operates in BR days in ‘50s and early
'60s, providing a reason to run shortish trains of WR and SR origins.  However, watch out for our trademark Gricers' "Brakevan
Special", which can justify any motive power we like!

The layout began as a half-hearted response to the Challis Challenge, but to keep to the required 'footprint' of 18.83 sq.ft.,
we'd have had to make the baseboards with curved edges.  We baulked at that so made the baseboards trapezoid, to make an
octagon rather than a circle.

Though fictional, the station is of prototypical length for its size, and with an outer radius of 49", most stock will run without
problem.  Track is a mix of C&L and Exactoscale bases, the points designed on Templot®, were built from ply-and-rivet on
visible sections, and PCB in the fiddle yard. This, we think, is a unique solution for a circular layout, having the cassettes
accessed on the inside via tight curves and a very short, curved diamond crossing!

The principal railway buildings are a mix of Homby (station building), Ratio (signal box), and scratchbuilt (cottages and station
master's house), given a 'corporate' feel by using Metcalfe stone paper on all of these as well as on platform walls. The
(working) crossing uses Wills gates and brass tubing below the baseboard.  Bridges are scratch-built, the main railway one using the
same stone paper with computer-generated brickwork , as is the coal merchant's lockup: the coal siding was originally longer,
serving an industry beyond the bridge, hence the two portals.  The other was inspired by the brickworks at Claughton in
Lancashire, which has aerial ropeways bringing clay buckets over the road.

Please feel free to ask questions about other aspects, such as scenery.

Heath End
BR (W) 1950/60

Presented by the Craven Area Group



It’s the turn of the century and the heyday of the Edwardian railways, but not all railways are thriving. Not far from the
bottom edge of the Sussex Weald lies the Dicker Tramway, a small independent light railway connecting the brickfields of
Dicker with the market town of Owlsham. An intermediate station serving the village of Horselunges forms the subject of the
scene depicted here. Times are hard for the Dicker Tramway, as evidenced by the overgrown track and the hand-me-down
stock.

This 25-year old iconic layout produced by
Allan Woodyard started life as an automated
Diorama, but ended its useful life in 2006 in
a skip!  It was rescued from this ignominious
end by a member of the MMRG and is now
being given a new lease of life, worthy of the
quality of models contained within it.  The
defunct automation has been removed and
all the track work has being re-laid to P4
standards, (previously it was EM).  Minor
track changes (off scene) have improved the
operation and include amongst other
enhancements two turntable fiddle yards.
Locomotive control is now undertaken using
DCC, but the paintwork is operated by our
own design of slow motion RC servo actuators.

All of the scenery has been carefully
reworked and the layout restoration is now
almost complete.

All the buildings on the layout come from prototypes which are within one mile of the East Sussex village of Hellingly. The
llayout's curious name being taken from a nearby manor house.

Horselunges early 1900s

Presented by the

Mendip Model Railway Group



Royston Vasey BR (NE) 1959

Royston Vasey is a junction somewhere in the Yorkshire Pennines, between
a minor branch built by the LNWR, which has local trains for local people,
and a tramway of obscure function. A local shop and a derelict canal basin,
made redundant after the construction of the tramway, complete the scene.
In my model BR is struggling to provide a train service after overnight
snow in the hard winter of 1958/9. Any resemblance to the Parsley Hay
branch is no accident.

A brief diversion from my main Bradford North Western project, it borrows
rolling stock and some buildings from that layout, a sector plate from
Humber Dock and cassettes from both. The diorama design philosophy
owes much to Iain Rice and its plan is a further reduction of Chapelfirth in
his Wild Swan book on layout design. It is a decidedly low-tech affair: a
sector plate (moved by a length of string) allows trains to return to the
fiddle yard via a hidden line, so the layout can be operated single-handedly
from one end. Track is cobbled together from left-overs but any
deficiencies are hidden by a mixture of Polyfilla and Woodland Scenics “snow”. It was conceived to meet Workington MRC’s
2009 challenge to build a model railway with a footprint of less than five square feet. Since at the time I could not drive, it
was made to fold up into a small box which can be carried to exhibitions by public transport.

Do sit down, rest your weary feet and take time to discover the rabbits, blackbirds and carrot.

Presented by Ian Everett



 Kitehouses        BR (NER) 1950's

                    Presented by Dave Hawkins and Tony Sullivan

Based (very) loosely on Seahouses, the terminus of the
North Sunderland Light Railway, Kitehouses represents an
independent light railway whose operation was taken over by
BR around 1949. It ran from an as yet undetermined station
on the east coast main line to the small east coast town of
Kitehouses. The line staggered on for many years, just about
making it into the early diesel era, although by this time
passenger traffic was very sparse with freight traffic just
about justifying the line's continuing existence. The line
finally faded away in the early 1960s, saving Dr Beeching the
trouble of having to close it.

The layout was an entry for the Challenge at Scaleforum
2008, which invited modellers to design and build to P4

standards an exhibition layout where at least three-quarters
of the motive power modelled represents diesel and/or
electric prototypes.

The aim was to build a layout illustrating how easy it now is to
build a starter P4 layout from available "ready to run" and kit
items. To this end locos and stock are converted Bachmann
and Hornby products, and Exactoscale "New Track"
components were used for making the trackwork.

 Buildings have been constructed using off-the-shelf kits from
Wills and Ratio, stone walls are Hornby "Skaledale", while the
cattle dock is a Bachmann resin item.

 The track plan is based on the late Martin Brent's "Arcadia".



←Leeds/Bradford                                                                                     Wakefield →

Dewsbury
Great Northern

Presented by Geoff Tiffany

A small, West Riding woollen town, Dewsbury specialised in the heavy woollen, Shoddy and Mungo trades. This potential
business attracted four railway companies, the L&NWR, L&YR, GNR and Midland, in that order. The GNR station we have
modelled was principally passenger with only two goods sidings. The main GNR goods depot in the town was at the south end
of the tunnel under the Leeds and Wakefield road. A junction at the south of the tunnel routed trains up to Ossett and
Wakefield GN or to Thornhill L&YR. At the north end, Batley Carr tunnel took the line under the L&NWR line, towards Leeds
and Bradford.  The layout is to scale, emerging from Leeds Road tunnel, running either side of the island platform, over
Crackenedge Lane and exiting into Batley Carr tunnel.  The booking office is at street level, under the platforms. This part of
the railway has been incorporated into the Dewsbury ring road. A slight curve at the Batley end is the only compromise from
the prototype.  The Bradford to Wakefield passenger service finished in 1965, the line closing shortly afterwards.

Those buildings still standing have been measured up on site, including visits to the Station Hotel.  The station buildings, long
demolished, have been drawn up from railway two-chain plans and photographs. The buildings are made from PlastiKard with
embossed stonework sheets: Dewsbury is, predominantly, a town built of stone.

The baseboards are made from birch ply, deep enough to house Tortoise point motors and the fold-up legs.  Trackwork has
been constructed from ply sleepers, brass rivets and steel rail, finished off with cosmetic plastic chairs. The points are
connected to the point motors by Studiolith TOUs. Originally, normal DC power supply with track sections was employed, but
we have now changed over to DCC, using Lenz equipment.   Somersault signals, a GN speciality, have working lamps, (LEDs)
and originally we used memory wire to operate them. The memory wire system worked, but didn’t give consistent
performance and we are changing over to servo motors.

Our chosen period is 1912. Great Northern stock will predominate, with Lancashire & Yorkshire running powers exercised for
Barnsley – Leeds and Leeds circular trains. However, for the present, modelling time has been spent on the layout itself.
Rolling stock will be a mixture with more modern vehicles.  As the layout is very much a railway still under construction,
anybody wishing to see their locomotives run on a continuous layout, providing they are DCC-fitted, should bring them along.

Photo: Steve Hall

Photo: Dave Carter

Photo: Dave Carter



Burntisland 1883
Presented by the

         The East of Scotland Group

We think we have now taught most visitors to say “Burnt
Island”, the port situated on the north shore of the firth of the
River Forth; in the Kingdom of Fife.  In fact, Burntisland played
a key role in transport history, for it was here that the world’s
first roll on/roll off ferries entered service.  The ingenuity of
Thomas Bouch was responsible for the moving bridge
connecting ship to shore.  Prior to the building of the Forth
Bridge, these train ferries, and the associated passenger ships,
formed part of the link between Edinburgh and the east coast
of Scotland.  We have tried to represent all this.

Once freed from the restraints of the Scalefour Society
competition to build a layout in 18.83 square feet, we have
been able to get on with enlarging the layout and tackling the
many fascinating features of the wider site. So we are able now
to present the original section but with the significant additions
of the Train Ferry, with its pioneering cradle, the historic Forth

Hotel and Stables, and the West Dock with working hoist
(Burntisland pioneered hydraulic hoists too, at least in
Scotland).  The passenger pier has been carefully reproduced,
along with many buildings, such as the fever hospital and
powerhouse. This is a dockland site, so the walls are a quay(!)
feature, as are the variety of ships, and quite a lot of water.

The historical period: well, 1883, what else?   The first Tay
Bridge had fallen four years before our period, but No. 224 has
been recovered, and – for evermore known as The Diver – she
can be seen on the layout. This period has meant considerable
research into local history, train operation and signalling of the
period, and of course pretty well scratchbuilding everything,
and devising some new means of making things move.

There is still more to do, of course - a higher backscene and
the loco workshops and roundhouse, for example.



  Advice, Support, Guidance and Goodies

                                      Presented by our Traders
247 DEVELOPMENTS
Seven Acres, Meltham Road, Marsden, Huddersfield, West Yorkshire.  HD7 6JZ   01484 840996
www.247developments.co.uk   Email : gary@247developments.co.uk
Etched name and number plate ranges from the big four and BR steam era together with a selection of pre-grouping & fictitious names. A good
selection of loco detailing parts is carried to help finish that conversion. Carriage detailing parts includes over 35 bogie kits and a
comprehensive selection of other detailing parts compliment our large stock of etched brass coach side overlays.  LNWR 1914 2PM & 1937 LMS
streamline Coronation stock kits are available to order.

AMBIS ENGINEERING (est.1989)
27 Stanhope Gardens, Ilford, Essex  IG1  3LQ.  Email: ajaustin27@gmail.com
Manufacturers of component parts for railway modellers mainly in etched metal.   This includes Lever Frames, Specialist rails, Point Rodding,
Stretcher Bars, aid for Alex Jackson coupling users, drawbar hooks (over 10 types), parts for wagon underframes and a range of windows and
doors for railway and industrial buildings.   We also make Eastwell Ironstone Company simulated corrugated iron sheeting in 3 profiles.   There
are over 300 different items in our current range most recently around 80 nameplates for industrial engines which is always expanding.

BLACKSMITH MODELS
34 Woodland View, Barnetby-le-Wold, North Lincolnshire, DN38 6FE Tel: 01652 680243
http://www.blacksmithmodels.com/ Email : blacksmithmodels@aol.com
Blacksmith Models offer an extensive range of etched brass kits covering many prototypes along with supplementary kit packs and whitemetal
castings.   They also have available a large range of components, materials and adhesives to support finescale modelling.   The company
provides a track building service, modelling workshops and is a fine source of technical advice.

DAVE BRADWELL
South Muirnich Cottage, Gorthleck, Inverness, IV2 6YP.   Tel:  01456 486377.
http://www.davebradwell.co.uk or www.scalefour.org (hosted) E-mail: d.bradwell@ukonline.co.uk
Quality etched kits incorporating sprung suspension.
Full loco and tender kits for K1, WD, J27 and the NEW Q6.  Clearances for P4 are designed-in, and generous bearing surfaces provided to
ensure a reliable, hard working model with an accurate, detailed body.  The LNER 4200 gallon tenders are available separately to produce any
major flat sided type. 3500 gallon and NER tenders should be ready in time for the show.  This will be good news for J39 fans.  Chassis kits
are available for A1, N2, 9F, J39, B1 and incorporate all the smooth running principles outlined above. Hopper wagons are a speciality –
detailing parts for the r.t.r. 21 ton, a complete 13 ton, the unique Tyne Dock/Consett iron ore wagons and NCB types.  At the rear of the train,
my etched brake van chassis does wonders for the old Airfix kit (or indeed any other make) and simplifies the end glazing.
Coaches are also catered for, with the sprung bogies by Chris Pendlenton available in a variety of wheelbases including.10 ft for the Hornby
Pullmans.  I have etches for Chris’s own coach coupling.

BRASSMASTERS SCALE MODELS
P.O. Box 1137, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, B76 1FU  E-mail : sales@brassmasters.co.uk
We hope to have our next easi-chassis fold up conversion kits for the Hornby A3 and Hornby A4. These use the same principles as the highly
praised easi-chassis for the Bachmann A1.   These do not require any soldering: everything folds up – even the replacement bogies – to allow
the easiest conversion ever!
All of the other RTR detailing kits for the Bachmann LMS Crab, Jinty and Ivatt 4MT, the Hornby 8F, Black 5, Rebuilt Patriot and Royal Scot, the
Bachmann class 24/5 and the Hornby/Lima class 52 Western will be available. Accessories include the indispensable Axle Spacing Gauges, the
ever-popular Cleminson style 6-wheel chassis kits, track detailing parts, and sprung axleboxes, plus very useful etched windows.  The full range
of high quality LMS locomotive kits and fittings is in stock.

CAMBRIAN MODELS
10 Long Road, Tydd Gote, WISBECH, PE13  5RB  Tel. 01945 420511 Web: cambrianmodels.co.uk Email: via website
The CAMBRIAN 4mm scale plastic kit range comprises a wide variety of BR Freight and Departmental wagons, pre-1948 Railway Company
wagons and vans, plus Private Owner wagons.
Our website has details and pictures of our products, plus prototype photos to aid assembly. Our Catalogue and kit instructions can be downloaded
in pdf format to print out.

DIGITRAINS
The Manor, North Street, Digby, Lincoln. LN4 3LY   Tel 01526 328633
E-mai:enquiries @digitrains.co.uk
DIGITRAINS are the DCC specialists and supply systems and decoders by CT Elektronic, Digitrax, ESU, Gaugemaster, Hornby, Lenz, NCE, TCS
& Zimo.  We have sounds from CTE, Digitrax, LokSound, MRC and Soundtraxx and a large range of DCC related items from Team Digital, LDT,
Miniatronics, Seuthe, Bachrus, Tony’s Trains, CMX, Digital Specialities and others.   We provide a complete service from advice, through sales
to decoder installation.   Everything you need to prepare and run your railway digitally is here in one place.

JUDITH EDGE KITS
5, Chapel Lane, Carlton, Barnsley, South Yorkshire. S71 3LE   01226 722309
E-mail: edgemd@aol.com       www.ukmodelshops.co.uk/catalogues/judithedge.html
Judith Edge kits produce an expanding range of etched brass kits covering diesel and electric locomotives, both industrial and BR prototypes.
Recent new releases have included a 35T Hunslet 0-4-0DH, 6 wheel Steelman, the early LMS 0-6-0DH 1831 and our first steam loco, the
Hunslet 15” 0-6-0ST. The Latest release is the Barclay 01 0-4-0DM.

EILEEN’S EMPORIUM
Unit 19. 12 Highnam Business Centre, Newent Road, Gloucester, GL2 8DN    01531 828009
E-mail :sales@eileensemporium.com  Website: www.eileensemporium.com
Derek, Anita and Matt Russan of EILEEN’S EMPORIUM supply a comprehensive range of good quality hand tools, along with an unsurpassed
selection of precision angle, shapes, sheet, tube, rod and wire in brass, nickel silver, copper and phosphor bronze, Plastruct & Evergreen
Plastics.   These are complemented by an extensive range of  solders, fluxes, adhesives, craft knives, scalpels, saw blades, drill bits, taps, dies,
screws, nuts and bolts, digital read-out vernier callipers, in fact everything you are likely to need for the coming modelling season.  Recent
additions to the range include Airbrushes and Compressors from Aztek and Iwata. Eileen's also incorporates Avonside Works, creators of the
Chassis Squared assembly jigs and also now owners of the fabulous Hold and Fold tool range, and Bill Bedford tools and Chassis Components.



ELMET IMAGES
c/o Bolton Abbey Station, Bolton Abbey, Skipton, North Yorkshire.  BD23 6AF Tel: 01943 863 440 or 07564 249 029
Website: www.elmetimages.co.uk Email: elmetimages@googlemail.com
Our range comes from long-standing interests in scenic modelling and photography. As well as our own products, we have a selection of other
manufacturers’ scenics and accessories, including items and kits rarely seen elsewhere. We aim to be a ‘one stop shop’ for scenery, whether you
want a bag of scatter or something more specialist; and to surprise and intrigue you with some of our accessories and detailing products. This
range is being added to constantly, if you have any requests or suggestions, talk to us, we may be able to help.  We use dioramas to advertise
our range, test new products and techniques, and show the standard of our work – we also undertake model-making commissions. Pictures of
these are on our website and we bring some smaller dioramas with us to exhibitions. If you have any questions, do ask . . .

EXACTOSCALE LTD & THE P4 TRACK COMPANY
20 Waterson Vale, Moulsham Lodge, Chelmsford, Essex  CM2 9PB  01245 263779     website:www.exactoscale.co.uk
The EXACTOSCALE range continues to expand and includes wagon chassis conversion kits, loco, coach and wagon wheels, brake gear, sprung
buffer units, scale couplings, easy to assemble gearboxes and loco suspension units (both metal and plastic moulded hornguide versions).
We expect to have several new loco driving wheels available at Scalefour North – in particular, the GWR King and LNER 6’ 2” and 5’ 8” wheels,
possibly others.  Meanwhile, the P4TRACK COMPANY provides easy-to-build, fully detailed track to P4 standards; the range now includes 1:8
diamond crossing and single and double slip kits.   A starter pack is available for those wishing to try their hand at track construction. Turnouts
come as complete kits with rails precision cut to length, check rails formed to shape, crossing with wing rails pre-assembled and switch rails
preassembled to their adjacent stock rails – and include a complete set of correct pattern chairs. Only those skills needed to construct any
detailed plastic kit are required.   Note that the special switch and crossing chairs used in the kits will now be available separately.

DAVID GEEN MODEL RLY KITS (Including MALCOLM MITCHELL 4mm range)
30 Silverwood Close, Dale Park, Hartlepool ,Cleveland, TS27 3QF    01429 269600
E-mail:david.geen1@ntlworld.com       www.scalefour.org
David produces a comprehensive range of wagon kits covering a number of railway companies, both pre- and post-grouping, as well as private
owner tank wagons.   His range of etched brass coach kits continues to expand and additions will include a small range of GWR clerestories.   A
selection of fittings and lineside accessories is also available.   David also distributes the Malcolm Mitchell 4mm Locomotive kit range.

ALAN GIBSON (WORKSHOP) PO box 597, Oldham. OL1 9FQ Tel: 0161 678 1607. Fax: 0161 785 8208. Mon to Fri 8.30am
to 6pm, Sat 9.00am to 1.00pm. Email sales@alangibsonworkshop.com  Web:  www.alangibsonworkshop.com
It’s now over three years since we took over Alan’s business, and how its flown by. In 4mm a wide range of items are available including 19
type of carriage and wagon wheels, 32 types of bogie/tender wheels and 83 types of driving wheel – all available to “OO”, “EM” and 18.83
gauges. We offer replacement wheel packs for ready-to-run locomotives covering the Bachmann, Heljan and Hornby ranges. The product
range includes cast figures, signal and structure components, bearings back-to-back gauges, moulded brake gear, milled locomotive and
tender frames mainframes, etched coupling rods and valve gear, 26 types of sprung buffers ad over 250 loco detailing parts.  We’ve produced
11 batches of different loco kits and are working on nine others with firm commitments from customers supporting many more. Our catalogue
is now available from our website which is by far the best place for up to date information. We are developing the self-quartering wheel and
hope to have something to show soon. Brass-centred wheel kits are well under way, and some sizes should now be available. The wagon
buffer range is now cast by lost wax in brass with the hole already in and numerous castings in our range have had new moulds produced
including Stanier drain cocks and Loco screw coupling. The signal range has also now been available since last summer.

HIGH LEVEL MODELS
14 Tudor Road, Chester-le-Street, County Durham, DH3 3RY   Tel/Fax 0191 388 2112 (9am - 5pm)
Email: enquiries@.highlevelkits.co.uk
High Level’s ‘Precision’ range of gearboxes have an outstanding reputation and have quickly become the preferred choice of many loco-builders,
with more than a dozen different designs – all available with a choice of gear ratios – and complemented by a range of Mashima can motors
The easy-to-assemble High Level hornblocks have proved immensely popular with discerning builders. Available in three formats, they can be
used in beam-compensated chassis as well as with CSBs (for which special assembly jigs are available).
The ever-growing range of PowerPack chassis kits and motor bogies are designed to upgrade today’s high-quality RTR locos to finescale standards.
They feature full compensation, highly detailed brake gear and dummy inside motion – and yet are refreshingly straightforward to build.
There’s also a range of etched brass loco kits featuring some appealing and unusual industrial locomotives. They build into perfect working models,
featuring incredible levels of detail, and each kit comes with its own custom-designed gearbox to ensure running is smooth and reliable.

HOBBY HOLIDAYS
The Spinney, Low Street, Beckingham, Doncaster, S Yorks.   DN10 4PW   01427 848979
E-mail:phil@hobbyholidays.co.uk     www.hobbyholidays.co.uk
Hobby Holidays range of products grows each year. Not only do they cater for railway modellers wanting to learn and practice a new skill, but
also provide top quality products which their tutors use. At their Grade II Listed Nottinghamshire farmhouse premises, they run ‘Master Class’
workshops over a full weekend with famous name tutors, while Jo feeds the inner man with her (highly regarded) traditional English
Farmhouse cooking.  Phil & Jo can arrange the whole weekend for you with meals and B&B.   This year the tutors included Ian Rathbone, Geoff
Kent, Normon Solomon, Jol Wilkinson and Phil himself as a specialist on chassis.  To help railway
modellers to build square and perfectly aligned chassis, Phil, a trained engineer, developed the ‘Master
Chassis’, a precision-designed and manufactured jig. The range of brass, nickel silver and other metals
grows. He probably has the largest range of embossed plastic sheets in the country and a vast range
of chemicals, glues and solvents including superior grades of mould and resin casting materials.

BILL HUDSON TRANSPORT BOOKS
The Peak Rail Shop, Matlock Station, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3NA,   01629 580797
Website: www.billhudsontransportbooks.co.uk
Bill Hudson is well-known to modellers in the North for his bookshop and his regular appearances on
the exhibition circuit.   Bill stocks a constantly changing range of books including all of the latest
railway and modelling titles.   His own books on private owner wagons are a must for wagon builders
and his book “Through Limestone Hills” is THE definitive account of the Midland Railway mainline
through Derbyshire. And of course Bill will have the Society’s book on building in finescale.

LONDON ROAD MODELS
P.O. Box 643, Watford, Herts. WD24 5JZ   www:londonroadmodels.co.uk
Serious about your modelling? We are. London Road Models has been designing and manufacturing
4mm etched kits since 1988, when John Redrup produced some etched L&NWR 50’ non corridor
carriage kits for the P4 exhibition layout London Road. Since then, LRM has grown to provide one of
the largest ranges of kits for the 4mm modeller. The emphasis is on the Victorian and Edwardian pre-
grouping period, although the prototypes for many of the models in the range lasted into the post-
grouping era of the 1930's, with many examples surviving into 1950s  BR ownership.
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In addition to 65 locomotive, 43 carriage and 22 horsebox, van and wagons kits (and a signal box), LRM also supplies loco chassis and tender
kits. We also supply motors, motor mounts and gears, high quality cast hornblock sets, etched CSB adaptors and mountings as well as
soldering materials and equipment and a variety of items for the model loco builder including some cast brass fittings from our locos kits.  LRM
kits have been designed by experienced modellers, and feature mostly lost wax cast brass and nickel silver fittings, OO, EM and P4 chassis
components, rolled or machined tubular boilers, detailed instructions, etc. to enable the builder to produce a realistic model. Kit details, photos
and pricing, including news of our newest releases, mail order and payment information, etc can be found at www.londonroadmodels.co.uk and
in the Hosted Traders section of the Scalefour Society website.

PARKSIDE DUNDAS
Millie Street, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY1 2NL   01592 640896
E-mail:sales@parksidedundas.co.uk web site:www.parksidedundas.co.uk
The Parkside Dundas stand has a wealth of 4mm scale injection moulded plastic rolling stock kits covering the post 1910 to 1990's scene.
The celebrated wheel exchange service is in operation for those working to finer standards.   Our newest kits will be there including the GWR
open goods and china clay wagons as well as the LNER Horse Box. Modelmaster and Old Time Workshop decals, Lanarkshire Models buffers
and Smiths couplings to complement our kits are on sale.  A selection of 4mm scale narrow gauge (009) is on display.

MIKE THORP (PHOTOGRAPHS)
New House Cottage. Provender Lane, Norton, Faversham,Kent  ME13 0ST 01795 520169
Whether you are seeking quality photographs for your modelling projects or just like fine railway photographs, this is the place to look.   Some
20,000 photographs and post-cards are available, mainly of archive quality.   Most British railway subjects are covered from the pre-grouping
era up to 1970 (as well as many foreign), ranging from 100 year old photographs to new prints.
Scalefour North is the only model railway exhibition outside the South-east where these photographs may be seen.

SCALEFOUR STORES
120 Hayhurst Avenue, Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 0BD   01606 835708 ( 9-10 am and 7-8 pm only)    www.scalefour.org
Jeremy Suter will be on hand with the Society’s own “Stores” stand.   On sale will be items such as a gauge for fine-tuning pointwork, point
blade fitting jigs, crossing vee assembly jigs, components for riveted plywood trackwork.   Look out for interesting new etches by Brian Morgan,
including a turnout operating unit. In addition to the full range of Society products, from loco springing units, to the perennially popular nickel
silver lever frame kit, and everything for conductor rail fans, Jeremy can supply rarer items like fine bore tubing and curve templates.  He also
offers a bespoke profile milling service and will provide details of this on request. So, now is the time to study your Scalefour Stores price list
and decide what you require for the spring modelling season.  You can send Jeremy your order now and collect it at Scalefour North, or ask
him to help your selection on the day.

WIZARD MODELS (INC MSE/51L)
P.O. Box 70, Barton upon Humber, DN18 5XY,   01652 635885
E-mail:andrew@modelsignals.com                      website:http:// www.wizardmodels.co.uk
The MSE arm of Wizard Models produces the most comprehensive (and expanding) range of semaphore signalling parts in all of the popular
scales - 2, 3, 4, 7, 10 and 16mm. These are packaged in component form for the modeller to construct signalling in the same way as the
prototype: arms, finials, posts, brackets and accessories are selected and assembled, enabling you to recreate most prototype designs on your
layout. A number of complete kits for the more common prototypes are also available, as are the first parts in a new range of colour light
signals. Operating components, including 7 and 14-lever frames, and level crossings, are provided in kit form to complete the range.

Wizard Models is also the parent of the 51L range of 4mm scale locomotive, carriage and wagon kits and components. This range will continue
to be expanded, with new wagon kits in development covering prototypes from around 1900 to the present day. Also available exclusively from
Wizard Models are the Sprat & Winkle Line and DG autocouplings for 2, 3, 4 and 7mm scales. We also carry a range of useful materials for the
modeller, including point motors, cork and foam underlays, solvents, solder and fluxes.  Ask for a price list on the stand, send five first class
stamps to the above address, or visit the web site, where you can shop online.

YORK MODELMAKING
York Modelmaking Limited, Unit 13, The Bull Commercial Centre, Stockton-on-the Forest, York  YO32 9LE  Tel 01904 400358
Email: laser@yorkmodelmaking.com   Website: www.yorkmodelmaking.com
Laser cutting services – affordable perfection for scratch builders and kit bashers. The ready-cut windows, doors, valances, and canopy
brackets are available in N, 0 and 00 scales.  Laser cutting produces a much sharper finish than moulded plastic or metals and the finished
product has a realistic thickness. Our range of self-adhesive tiles are quick and easy to use, creating a layered overlapping finish. We also
provide a bespoke service.

Demonstrators find time to talk to demonstrators in the quiet
moments before opening

Stalwart of Scalefour North, Jim Harrison and his
much loved Hull Town Docks, a hit of last year.


